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An analytical theory is developed which illustrates the dynamics of the spontaneous
generation of thermohaline intrusions in the stratified ocean with density compensated
lateral temperature and salinity gradients. Intrusions in the model are driven by the
interaction with the initially homogeneous field of salt fingers, whose amplitude
and spatial orientation is weakly modulated by the long wavelength perturbations
introduced into the system. The asymptotic multiscale analysis makes it possible
to identify intrusive instabilities resulting from the positive feedback of salt fingers
on large-scale perturbations and analyse the resulting patterns. The novelty of the
proposed analysis is related to our ability to avoid using empirical double-diffusive
flux laws – an approach taken by earlier models. Instead, we base our analytical
explorations directly on the governing (Navier–Stokes) equations of motion. The
model predictions of the growth rates and preferred slopes of intrusions are in
general agreement with the laboratory and field measurements.
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1. Introduction
One of the critical roles of double-diffusion in the ocean is related to its ability
to drive quasi-lateral interleaving in the presence of horizontal temperature and
salinity gradients (Stern 1967; Toole & Georgi 1981). Interleaving is recognized as
an important mechanism for the cross-frontal exchange of heat and salt, with lateral
interleaving diffusivities comparable to those due to geostrophic eddies (Ruddick
& Richards 2003). Garrett (1982) suggested that interleaving can be an essential
component of the global cascade of the tracer variances to small scales, providing the
link between lateral stirring by mesoscale variability and diapycnal mixing. Ruddick
& Hebert (1988) reinforced this view by demonstrating that thermohaline interleaving
was responsible for the decay and destruction of Meddy Sharon, one of the vortices
of Mediterranean origin in the Atlantic.
Ruddick & Kerr (2003) provide a detailed discussion of intrusion theory. Therefore,
we only briefly summarize some common features and pressing problems of
the existing models. While intrusions can be produced by several thermohaline
mechanisms (salt fingering, diffusive convection, differential diffusion, molecular
diffusion or a combination thereof), our focus is on salt finger driven intrusions.
The essential dynamics of interleaving in this case was explained by Stern (1967). The
vertical temperature (T) and salinity (S) fluxes due to salt fingering are controlled by
the vertical T-S gradients. Thus, if the background gradients are non-uniform, the
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fluxes also vary in space. The convergences/divergences of fluxes, in turn, modify the
initial stratification. Under certain unrestrictive conditions, changes in stratification
due to flux convergences strengthen the initial non-uniformities of the T-S gradients,
causing their monotonic growth. This secondary double-diffusive instability, driven
by the interplay between microstructure and large-scale perturbations, is often
manifested in the form of vertically alternating intrusive currents. To quantify
the characteristics of intrusions, Stern parameterized the vertical double-diffusive
transport of temperature and salinity, ignoring the corresponding momentum flux.
Linear stability analysis for this system predicted the appearance of slightly sloping
modes, representing cold and fresh (warm and salty) intrusions sinking (rising) across
the density surfaces. Field measurements by Schmitt & Georgi (1982) confirmed the
existence of finger-driven intrusions in the ocean and were followed by numerous
observational studies (Ruddick & Richards 2003).
One of the difficulties in Stern’s (1967) formulation is related to the absence of
the preferred vertical scale: the growth rate of intrusive instabilities monotonically
increases with decreasing height. The source of this problem was identified by Toole
& Georgi (1981). They noted that taking into account the vertical momentum flux
removes the ultraviolet catastrophe in the model and makes it possible to predict basic
characteristics of intrusions by focusing on the fastest growing mode. Such a profound
difference between the two models (Stern 1967; Toole & Georgi 1981) reflects the
sensitivity of intrusions to the assumed flux-gradient laws. In the following years,
intrusion theory was further developed through systematic improvements in terms of
realism and complexity. Inclusion of baroclinicity, effects of the background turbulence
and more physical parameterizations of the vertical transport (McDougall 1985a,b,
1986; May & Kelley 1997; Walsh & Ruddick 2000; Smyth 2007; Smyth & Ruddick
2010, among others) shed some light on the remarkably rich dynamics of interleaving.
Gross estimates of linear theory such as the typical magnitudes of the intrusion slopes
and scales have been confirmed and quantified by laboratory (Ruddick & Turner
1979; Ruddick, Phillips & Turner 1999; Krishnamurti 2006), numerical (Simeonov &
Stern 2004, 2007, 2008) and oceanographic field measurements (e.g. Joyce, Zenk &
Toole 1978; Rudels et al. 1998). At the same time, specific inferences often remain con-
troversial (see the discussion in Ruddick 2003; Ruddick & Richards 2003). A number
of theoretical predictions – such as the dependence of intrusion scales on stratification,
precise conditions for their occurrence, and the relative strengths of temperature and
salinity signatures – are yet to be rigorously tested by measurements and simulations.
A conventional approach in extant models of interleaving requires users to assume
specific flux-gradient laws, representing small-scale mixing, and use them to formulate
the large-scale stability problem. It is therefore possible that some of the difficulties
in applying theoretical models to observations can be attributed to errors in the
existing parameterizations of small-scale mixing. Several promising attempts have
already been made to formulate explicit, physically-based parameterizations using the
upper bound theory (Balmforth et al. 2006), weakly nonlinear expansions (Radko &
Stern 2000; Radko 2010), second-moment closure approach (Canuto et al. 2002) and
various phenomenological models (Stern & Simeonov 2005; Radko 2008). However,
the accurate analytical double-diffusive flux-gradient laws are still lacking.
The heavy reliance of the interleaving models on parameterizations of
microstructure – a source of great uncertainty in itself – might prove to be the Achilles’
heel of contemporary intrusion theory. Concerns with regard to parameterizations
motivate development of a different approach, the approach based directly on the
governing equations rather than on empirical flux-gradient laws. One of the prospects
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for analytical progress is related to the disparity of the salt finger (centimetres) and
intrusion (tens of metres vertically) scales. Since salt fingers operate on a distinct
narrow-band range of wavelengths, problems concerning their interaction with larger
scales of motion should be, but very seldom are, couched in terms of multiscale
asymptotic analysis. A rare example of the application of multiscale methods in
double-diffusion was presented by Holyer (1981, 1985), who took advantage of the
difference in scales to rigorously describe the interaction of salt fingers with gravity
waves, the so-called collective instability effect (Stern 1969). It is perhaps ironic that
multiscale techniques have been used more frequently in configurations where the scale
separation is not nearly as well-defined or physically justified as in the salt finger
problem. For instance, Balmforth & Young (2002, 2005) used a technique analogous
to ours to explore the consequences of small-scale mixing in stratified one-component
flows. The background field on the molecular dissipation scale in their models was
represented by the Kolmogorov flow (Meshalkin & Sinai 1961; Sivashinsky 1985),
making it possible to describe the evolution of large-scale fields analytically. A similar
multiscale model for the formation of zonal jets as a result of the lateral eddy transfer
on the beta-plane has been developed by Manfroi & Young (1999, 2002). In addition
to studies based on one-dimensional Kolmogorov dynamics, several multiscale models
used two-dimensional doubly periodic background patterns (e.g. Gama, Vergassola
& Frisch 1994; Novikov & Papanicolaou 2001). Radko (2011) applied the multiscale
technique to barotropic flow with cellular background and noted that the stability
properties of two-dimensional patterns can be fundamentally different from the
corresponding Kolmogorov-based systems. The analogous conclusion is reached in
the present study – models based on the vertically uniform fingers and the finite aspect
ratio models make very different predictions with regard to intrusion characteristics.
In this study we apply the multiscale method to the initially homogeneous field
of steady salt fingers in density compensated lateral gradients. We identify a subset
of large-scale secondary instabilities representing nearly (but not entirely) horizontal
monotonically growing perturbations. The growth rates and slopes of these modes
are consistent with the typical intrusion characteristics known from laboratory and
field measurements. For given large-scale gradients, the model predicts the intrusion
characteristics based on two quantities – the microscale temperature variation and the
aspect ratio of the individual fingers. Such information is direct and often accessible
in field measurements, in contrast to the flux-gradient laws used by earlier models.
Therefore, we expect that the self-contained character of our theory will enable the
objective and unambiguous comparison with observations.
This paper is organized as follows. The linear stability problem of the background
field consisting of vertical marginally stable fingers is formulated and solved in
§ 2; nonlinear effects are discussed in the Appendix, where we derive the amplitude
equations for large-scale perturbations. A more complicated but perhaps a more
realistic model, described in § 3, considers fingers of finite vertical extent. In § 4, we
consider a model in which the size of the background pattern corresponds to the most
rapidly growing, rather than steady, salt fingers. The key findings are summarized
and discussed in § 5.
2. Linear instability of vertical fingers
2.1. Formulation





representing the uniform vertical and density compensated horizontal gradients, and
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a departure (T , S) from it. In the present version of the theory, we do not consider
rotational, baroclinic and other fundamentally three-dimensional processes. While
these effects can influence the intrusion dynamics (e.g. Toole & Georgi 1981), here
we attempt to develop the simplest dynamically consistent multiscale model. The
generalization of our model to include full three-dimensional dynamics is expected to
be straightforward but lengthy.
The two-dimensional Boussinesq equations of motion are non-dimensionalized
using the salt finger scales l =(kT ν/gαT¯z dim)
1/4, kT / l and l
2/kT as the units of
length, velocity, and time respectively (e.g. Radko & Stern 2000). Here, α is the
thermal expansion coefficient of the linear equation of state, g is gravity, kT
is molecular diffusivity of heat, ν is viscosity and the subscript ‘dim’ refers to
dimensional quantities. The expansion/contraction coefficients are incorporated in
































where ψ is the streamfunction, G= ∂T¯ /∂x = ∂S¯/∂x is the non-dimensional horizontal
temperature gradient, and J (a, b) = (∂a/∂x)(∂b/∂z) − (∂a/∂z)(∂b/∂x) is the Jacobian,
Rρ =αT¯z dim/βS¯z dim is the density ratio, τ = kS/kT is the diffusivity ratio, and Pr = ν/kT
is the Prandtl number. System (2.1) supports the exact exponentially growing solutions
for the vertical salt fingers, the so-called elevator modes (Schmitt 1979, 1983). The








and the corresponding pattern is given by
Tbg = A sin(kx),
Sbg = A(1 + k
4) sin(kx),




where A is the amplitude of temperature variation in salt fingers.
Our immediate goal is to examine the linear stability of the solution (2.3) with
respect to the intrusive long-wavelength perturbations. This is accomplished by
separating dependent variables into the steady background field of salt fingers(
Tbg, Sbg, ψbg
)
and a weak perturbation (T ′, S ′, ψ ′). The linearization of the governing
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The linear (2.4) and nonlinear (2.1) systems are controlled by the following
parameters: non-dimensional salt finger amplitude (A), density ratio (Rρ), intrusion
height (H), isothermal slope (G) and the slope of the intrusions themselves (s), as
well as parameters specific to a particular fluid (Pr, τ ). Generally, the abundance of
non-dimensional governing parameters, which can be considered asymptotically large
or small, is known to present a formidable challenge for analytical development. The
singular perturbations theory is rigorously and systematically developed only for one
asymptotic parameter, and multi-parameter problems have to be solved on a case-by-
case basis (Kevorkian & Cole 1996). The most common approach requires users to
focus on specific sectors in the parameter space by assuming simple power law relations
between governing parameters. This technique is adopted for our study as well.
2.2. The strong finger limit
To formulate a sensible multiscale model for the interaction of salt fingers (2.3)
with large-scale intrusive structures, we first estimate the parameter values that are
relevant in the oceanic context. The vertical scales of the observed intrusions are
generally limited to the range of 2–100m (Ruddick & Richards 2003), which in our
non-dimensional units translates to H ∼ 102–104. The latter quantity represents the
ratio of the intrusion height to the typical salt finger width. The typical isohaline and
isothermal slopes in the regions of active interleaving, as well as the slopes of intrusions
themselves, are of the order of ∼10−2–10−4, which corresponds to G∼ 10−2–10−4. The
non-dimensional temperature variation in salt fingers (A) depends on the density
ratio; typically, it is limited to the range 1<A< 10 (e.g. Stern, Radko & Simeonov
2001). The growth of intrusions occurs over periods ranging from days to months,
which corresponds to the non-dimensional time scale of t ∼ 102–104. Based on the
anticipated scales, we introduce new variables (X,Z, t0) describing the slow evolution
of large-scale intrusions and then assume the following power laws:
X = ε2x, Z = εz, s = εs0, A = A0, G = εG0, t = ε
−1t0, (2.5)
where (X,Z,G0, A0, s0, t0) are the order-one quantities and ε  1 is the expansion
parameter. In the oceanic context, we expect ε ∼ 10−2–10−4.
The subsequent development follows the conventional technique used in multiscale
problems (e.g. Kevorkian & Cole 1996; Mei & Vernescu 2010): (i) (x, z,X,Z, t0)
are treated as independent variables, (ii) on short scales (x, z) we impose the same
periodicity as in the basic flow and (iii) derivatives in the original (2.1) and linearized






















To examine the interaction of the homogeneous salt finger field with large scales








Figure 1. Schematic diagram illustrating development of the intrusive instabilities in the
initially homogeneous field of vertical salt fingers. Large-scale intrusions weakly modulate
the intensity and orientation of fingers, which, in turn, results in the amplification of the
intrusions.
terms of a series in ε:
(T ′, S ′, ψ ′) = (T0, S0, ψ0) + ε (T1, S1, ψ1) + ε2 (T2, S2, ψ2) + · · · . (2.7)
In this section, we are concerned with linear dynamics, and therefore the order of
the leading term in (2.7) is irrelevant; it is arbitrarily chosen to be O(1). For the
nonlinear analysis (see the Appendix), it is necessary to specify the leading ε-order
based on physical arguments.
Equations (2.6) and (2.7) are substituted in (2.4), terms of the same order in ε are
collected and the resulting hierarchy of equations is sequentially solved until a closed
explicit solution is found as detailed below. Our focus is on the evolution of large-
scale flows, and therefore it is natural to open the expansion with the long-wavelength
intrusive current
ψ00 = ψ00(Z − s0X, t0), (2.8)
where s0 is the (rescaled) intrusion slope. For brevity, we denote Φ ≡Z − s0X. In view
of (2.5), we expect the corresponding large-scale components of T and S to appear
first at O(ε).
As indicated in the schematic (figure 1), an immediate consequence of the advection
by the large-scale current (2.8) is the slight displacement and tilting of vertical salt
fingers (2.3). This tilting is associated with the appearance of new x-harmonics,
orthogonal to those in the basic solution, namely (T , S) ∝ cos(kx), ψ ∝ sin(kx).
Therefore, the leading order components are taken as
T0 = T0A(Φ, t0) cos(kx),
S0 = S0A(Φ, t0) cos(kx),
ψ0 = ψ00(Φ, t0) + ψ0B(Φ, t0) sin(kx).
⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭ (2.9)
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and the subsequent interactions of the perturbation with the basic field generate the
following first-order components:
T1 = T10(Φ, t0) + T1A(Φ, t0) cos(kx) + T1B(Φ, t0) sin(kx),
S1 = S10(Φ, t0) + S1A(Φ, t0) cos(kx) + S1B(Φ, t0) sin(kx),
ψ1 = ψ10(Φ, t0) + ψ1A(Φ, t0) cos(kx) + ψ1B(Φ, t0) sin(kx).
⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭ (2.11)


















































The solution is similarly extended to the second order, and the second-order




Pr + τ − τ 2Rρ − PrRρτ 2) = τPrk(G0Rρτ − 4τRρs0
−G0Rρ + 4s0)∂S0A
∂Φ






























The final condition required to close the stability problem comes from the spatial







+ 2Pr s0(1 + k
4)(S10 − T10). (2.15)
Conditions (2.13)–(2.15) represent a system of five linear equations in five unknowns.
To analyse its stability, we consider the normal modes:
(ψ00, T10, S10, S1B, S0A) = (ψˆ00, Tˆ10, Sˆ10Sˆ1B, Sˆ0A) exp(λ0t0 + iMΦ). (2.16)
Substituting (2.16) in (2.13)–(2.15), and sequentially eliminating the amplitudes







0 = 0, (2.17)
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Figure 2. The growth rate of the intrusive modes in the strong finger model as a function of
their slope for various amplitudes of the background fingers (A).
where a∗i are algebraic expressions in
(
A0,M, τ, Rρ,Pr, s0
)
and λ0 is the large-scale
growth rate. While (2.17) is written entirely in terms of ε-rescaled quantities, it is more
convenient to discuss its properties by referring to the original variables. Reverting
the transformation (2.5), we express the growth rate equation as
λ4 + a2λ




m2(−1 + τRρ)(−τ 2Rρ + Pr τ 2Rρ + τ − Pr)A2
τRρ(−τ − Pr + τ 2Rρ + Pr τ 2Rρ) +






A2(1 − τRρ)m2 Pr
τ 2R2(−τ − Pr + τ 2Rρ + Pr τ 2Rρ) [m
2(1 − τ 2Rρ)(1 − τRρ)A2




and m denotes the unscaled vertical wavenumber of the intrusions. The maximum
real growth rate (λ), obtained by solving the eigenvalue equation (2.18), is
plotted as a function of slope (s) in figure 2. Solutions are presented for(
Rρ,m, τ,Pr
)
= (2, 0.001, 0.01, 7) and A=1, 2, 5, 10. For each A, we observe unstable
intrusive modes for sufficiently low values of s. The growth rates increase rapidly with
the amplitude of the background fingers. Their typical values (∼10−2–10−3) translate
to the dimensional e-folding growth periods of the order of several days – a reasonable
proposition for oceanic intrusions.
It should be emphasized, however, that the fastest growing mode in figure 2
does not describe intrusions in the traditional sense. The growth rate in (2.18) is
completely independent of the lateral temperature-salinity gradients, which are an
essential ingredient of the classical intrusion theory. This mode is more akin to the
lateral shear instability identified in Holyer (1984) and Radko (2010). While this mode
is also manifested by the vertically alternating system of currents and corresponding
T-S signature – which makes it difficult to discriminate between intrusive and shear
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modes on the basis of observations – the shear instability is largely driven by salt
fingers themselves and not by their interaction with lateral gradients.
To ensure that our solution is sufficiently robust and representative even beyond
the chosen sector (2.5) in the parameter space, we have experimented with alternative
scaling systems. The results of all models were mutually consistent. Of particular
interest is the ‘weak finger’ model, described below.
2.3. The weak finger limit
Historically, the intrusion theory developed in two distinct directions: studies of
small-scale interleaving driven by molecular diffusion (Holyer 1983) and larger-scale
intrusions driven by salt fingers (Stern 1969). The following model attempts to
assess the relative importance of molecular and microstructure mixing in shaping
the interleaving patterns. The foregoing ‘strong finger’ model (§ 2b) assumed that the
amplitude of salt fingers is an order-one quantity. Therefore, the leading advective
term in the temperature equation was of the order (∂ψbg/∂x)(∂T
′/∂z)∼ εT ′, whereas
the diffusive term was ∇2T ′ ∼ ε2T ′. Thus, molecular diffusion in the strong finger
model was a priori introduced as a secondary effect. This is a natural consequence
of our focus on strong active salt fingers: scaling (2.5) was tailored specifically to
represent the oceanic conditions, where microstructure mixing is likely to dominate
molecular diffusion. However, it is of interest to capture in one theoretical framework
both molecularly and salt finger driven intrusions.
To formally place molecular diffusion and salt finger transport at the same order
in the expansion, we consider a different sector in the parameter space:
X = ε3x, Z = εz, s = ε2s0, A = εA0, G = ε
2G0, t = ε
−2t0. (2.20)
The model development is analogous to that in the strong finger example: the
linearized (2.4) system is rewritten in terms of new variables, and the solution is
obtained using the power series (2.7). We sequentially solve the hierarchy of equations
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where the same nomenclature is used to denote the individual Fourier components
of (ψi, Ti, Si) as in § 2.2. To analyse the stability properties of the linear system
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Figure 3. The growth rate of the intrusive modes in the weak finger model as a function of
their slope for (a) A=5, (b) A=0 and (c) A=0.05.
(2.21), we use normal modes (2.16) and form the growth rate equation, which is then




2 + a1λ+ a0 = 0. (2.22)
The coefficients ai in (2.22) represent lengthy algebraic expressions in(
A,m,G,Rρ, s, τ,Pr
)
which are not shown here. It should be mentioned, though,
that the lateral temperature gradient (G) now appears explicitly and affects the growth
rate unlike that in the foregoing strong finger model.
The maximum real growth rate (λ), obtained by solving the eigenvalue
equation (2.22) numerically, is plotted as a function of slope in figure 3 for(
G,Rρ, τ,Pr
)
= (0.01, 2, 0.01, 7). In figure 3(a), we use A=5, the value relevant for
fully developed strong fingers and m=0.001. The resulting solution is characterized by
an approximately symmetric pattern. The comparison of the ‘strong finger’ (figure 2)
and ‘weak finger’ (figure 3a) models for this case indicates that these models are
mutually consistent and the predicted growth rates differ by less than 0.1%. The A=0,
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m=0.01 calculation is presented in figure 3(b): the dynamics are now completely
controlled by molecular dissipation, and the λ(s) relation becomes identical to that in
the Holyer (1983) model. Unstable modes are found for positive slopes, as expected for
the small-scale diffusively driven intrusions. Figure 3(c) presents an intermediate case
of A=0.05, m=0.01: the amplitude of salt fingers is small but finite. The growth rate
in this case is comparably affected by eddy and molecular diffusion. The latter regime
might be realized in some laboratory experiments, where the scale separation between
microstructure and intrusions is not as pronounced as in the ocean. The resulting
pattern of λ(s) exhibits some similarity with both limiting cases in figures 3(a) and
3(b).
Thus, in terms of generality, the ‘weak finger’ model in this section is superior to
the ‘strong finger’ model: it encompasses both limits of the salt finger dominated and
diffusively dominated intrusions. The asymptotic results in figure 3 have also been
reproduced by numerical calculations based on the Floquet theory, lending further
credence to the multiscale model. In the Appendix, we examine nonlinear dynamics
of the weak finger model by deriving the amplitude equations for the marginally
unstable large-scale perturbations. We demonstrate that the intrusive instability in
the multiscale model has a subcritical character, which is in agreement with the
existing laboratory and numerical evidence.
However, one aspect of the foregoing solutions is inconsistent with experiments and
oceanographic observations. The pattern of λ(s) in figure 3(a) is roughly symmetric,
with the maximum growth rate (λmax) located at smax ≈ 0. This implies that the salt
finger driven intrusions should align themselves along the isopycnal surfaces. The
laboratory experiments, on the other hand, reveal cold and fresh (warm and salty)
intrusions sinking (rising) across the density surfaces (Ruddick & Turner 1979) – a
distinct preference for the negative in our formulation slope. As will be shown next,
this odd behaviour of the model is caused by the choice of the basic field of salt fingers
(2.3), represented by the perfectly vertical z-independent elevator modes. While salt
fingers tend to be vertically elongated, their extent is rather limited, particularly when
the density ratio is low (Taylor 1993). Salt fingers are not vertically coherent over the
intrusion scales. Therefore, we now relax the artificial assumption of straight fingers
by developing a more realistic, albeit more complicated, model with background
fingers of finite aspect ratio.
3. Finite aspect ratio model
In this section, we generalize the multiscale model by considering background salt
fingers of finite aspect ratio. Since the following theory is analogous to the examples
in § 2, it is presented in the abbreviated form.
The rescaling system in this case is given by
X = ε3x, Z = ε2z, s = εs0, A = A0, G = ε
3G0, t = ε
−2t0, (3.1)
which is somewhat different than those used in § 2. The decision to focus on this
sector in the parameter space was based on extensive experimentation with various
scaling systems. The deciding factor was the ability of the model to capture the
asymptotic dependencies of the maximum growth rate and corresponding slope (λmax
and smax) in the limit ε → 0, which demands rescaling the time variable and slope as
in (3.1).
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1 − τk4Rρ − 3τk4Rρr2 − 3τk4Rρr4 − τk4Rρr6 sin(kx) sin(krz),
Tbg = A sin(kx) sin(krz),
ψbg =
(1 + r2)RρkτA











Solution (3.2) and (3.3) is used as the background field. Note that while its linear
growth rate is zero, this background pattern does not exactly satisfy the steady
nonlinear governing equations. These nonlinear effects are beyond the scope of our
theory, and their inclusion in the model is not expected to substantially affect the
results.

























































































As before, the solution is sought in terms of power series (2.7), and the expansion
opens with the large-scale field (2.8). Its interaction with the background salt fingers
generates modes (T , S)∼ sin(kx) cos(krx) and (T , S)∼ cos(kx) sin(krx). Hence, the
leading order components are taken as
T0 = T0A(Φ, t0) cos(ξ1) + T0B(Φ, t0) sin(ξ1) + T0A(Φ, t0) cos(ξ2) − T0B(Φ, t0) sin(ξ2),
S0 = S0A(Φ, t0) cos(ξ1) + S0B(Φ, t0) sin(ξ1) + S0A(Φ, t0) cos(ξ2) − S0B(Φ, t0) sin(ξ2),
ψ0 = ψ00(Φ, t0) + ψ0A(Φ, t0) cos(ξ1) + ψ0B(Φ, t0) sin(ξ1)





ξ1 = kx + krz,
ξ2 = kx − krz.
}
(3.6)
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The zero-order balances of (3.4) demand that
T0A =
S0A








1 + τk4Rρ + 3τk4Rρr2 + 3τk4Rρr4 + τk4Rρr6
,
ψ0B = − (1 + r
2)kS0A





The first-order component is sought in the following form:
T1 = T10(Φ, t0) + T1A(Φ, t0) cos(ξ1) + T1B(Φ, t0) sin(ξ1)
+ T1C(Φ, t0) cos(ξ2) + T1D(Φ, t0) sin(ξ2),
S1 = S10(Φ, t0) + S1A(Φ, t0) cos(ξ1) + S1B(Φ, t0) sin(ξ1)
+ S1C(Φ, t0) cos(ξ2) + S1D(Φ, t0) sin(ξ2),
ψ1 = ψ10(Φ, t0) + ψ1A(Φ, t0) cos(ξ1) + ψ1B(Φ, t0) sin(ξ1)




and the expansion proceeds, in a similar fashion, to the second, third and fourth
orders. At each order, we sequentially solve the balances of the governing system.
The solvability conditions required to close the stability problem are encountered at
orders 2–4. At the second order, we arrive at
(Pr − τ 2Rρ − Pr τ 2Rρ + τ )∂S0A
∂t0















f = τ 2R − τ − Pr + Prτ 2Rρ. (3.10)
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where SAC = S1A −S1C and SBD = S1B −S1D . Finally, the spatial average of the fourth-
order vorticity equation over short scales yields
Pr s0(1 + r
2)(T10 − S10) = Ar(1 − τRρ)∂S0A
∂Φ
. (3.12)
Conditions (3.9)–(3.12) represent a system of seven linear equations in seven
unknowns. To analyse its stability, we introduce the normal modes:
(ψ00, S0A, S0B, T10, S10, SAC, SBD) = (ψˆ00, Sˆ0A, Sˆ0B, Tˆ10, Sˆ10, SˆAC, SˆBD) exp(λ0t0 + iMΦ).
(3.13)
Substituting (3.13) in (3.9)–(3.12) and sequentially eliminating the amplitudes yields
the growth rate equation. This equation is then rewritten in terms of the original,
rather than the rescaled variables using (3.1):
λ4 + a3λ
3 + a2λ
2 + a1λ+ a0 = 0, (3.14)
where the explicit expressions for ai in terms
(
A,m, τ, Rρ,Pr,G, s, r
)
are listed below
for the oceanographically relevant case of (τ,Pr) = (0.01, 7):
a0 = 1.376 × 10−10(95662157r2A2 + 23545721A2 + 1764r6k2
+ 1764r2k2 + 3528r4k2))(1 + r2)m4r2k6,
a1 =
21(Rρ − 100)2A2(1 + r2)m2r2k6
32(−17525 + 2Rρ)3s2(R − 1) [(m
2A2(−17525 + 2Rρ)(10000 − Rρ)
+ (126(1 + r2))R(−m2r2k2R + 44sRG + 100m2r2k2 − 385550sG)],
a2 =
7m2k2
8(2Rρ − 17525)2(1 − Rρ) [k
2(1 + r2)(2Rρ − 17525)(14R2ρr2 − 4R2
− 12601r2R2ρ − 9001R2ρ + 140000r2 − 40000)A2 + 252r2(Rρ − 1)(Rρ − 100)2],
a3 =
3(1 + r2)2(−100 + R)A2m2r2Rρk6




The solution of the eigenvalue equation (3.14) is presented in figure 4, where we plot
the growth rate (λ) as a function of slope (s) for various values of the amplitude (A);
the aspect ratio of individual fingers is r =0.1 and
(m, τ, Rρ,Pr,G) = (10
−3, 10−2, 2, 7, 10−2). (3.16)
The maximum growth rate depends on A, in a complicated non-monotonic fashion:
for large (small) amplitudes, growth rates decrease (increase) with A as indicated in
figure 4(a) (figure 4b). The largest growth rates are observed for A∼ 1.
Note that in this version of the multiscale model, intrusive instability occurs only
for negative slopes. This feature is in agreement with laboratory experiments, as
well as most field observations, showing that the salt finger driven intrusions force
cold and fresh (warm and salty) water to sink (rise) across the density surfaces. The
sense of the intrusion slope is opposite to that for molecularly driven intrusions:
compare figures 3(b) and 4. The contrasting behaviour of the molecular and salt
finger intrusions is reflected in earlier theories (Stern 1969; Holyer 1983) and in
the corresponding laboratory experiments. Ruddick & Turner’s (1979) salt finger
intrusions had negative slopes, whereas the experiments in Holyer et al. (1987) –
experiments controlled by molecular diffusion – resulted in the positive inclination.
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Figure 4. The same as in figure 2 but for the finite aspect ratio (r =0.1) model. The growth
rate has a non-monotonic dependence on the amplitude of the background fingers. For large
(small) A, the growth rate decreases (increases) with amplitude, as shown in (a) and (b)
respectively.
While the ability of the multiscale models to capture the spatial orientation of
intrusions is encouraging, the reader is reminded that the correct prediction of the
slope of salt finger driven intrusions required consideration of the finite aspect ratio
of the individual fingers (r). The sensitivity of the intrusion patterns to the aspect
ratio is also reflected in figure 5, where we plot the λ(s) relation for various finite
values of r , fixed amplitude (A=5) and other parameters given in (3.16). While the
growth rate patterns are similar, the magnitudes are sensitive to the variation in the
aspect ratio: the vertically elongated fingers are less effective in driving intrusions
than the more isotropic ones.
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Figure 5. The growth rate as a function of slope for a fixed amplitude of the background
fingers (A=5) and various aspect ratios (r). Note that for all finite values of r, intrusive modes
amplify only for negative slopes, which correspond to cold and fresh (warm and salty) waters
sinking (rising) across the density surfaces.
4. The fastest growing finger model
The final question that we wish to address concerns the sensitivity of results to the
prescribed salt finger width in (2.2) and (3.3). The stability problem can be formulated
in various ways. In the foregoing multiscale models (§§ 2–3), we followed Holyer (1981,
1984) and chose the wavenumber of the basic state (k0) that results in zero finger
growth rate. This restriction leads to a well-posed stability problem with the regular
steady basic state. There is only one reason to question this formulation. It is apparent
from direct numerical simulations (e.g. Shen & Schmitt 1996; Stern et al. 2001) and is
even indicated by some oceanographic field measurements (Gargett & Schmitt 1982)
that the horizontal wavenumber of dominant fully developed salt fingers is much
better approximated by the wavenumber with the maximal growth rate (kfg) than
by k0. Use of k= kfg , however, results in a time-dependent basic state, and therefore
conventional methods of stability analysis cannot be applied directly. This problem
is not uncommon and not insurmountable. Notable examples of analysing such flows
come from studies based on the Kolmogorov model – the sinusoidal parallel flow in
viscous fluid (Sivashinsky 1985; Manfroi & Young 1999, 2002; Balmforth & Young
2002, 2005). Since the unforced viscous parallel flow is inevitably time-dependent, the
Kolmogorov model circumvents the problem by maintaining the steady state through
application of a synthetic external force, conforming to the chosen pattern of the
basic state. The same approach – the addition of balancing terms to the governing
equations – is used in multiscale models based on two-dimensional background
patterns (Gama et al. 1994; Novikov & Papanicolau 2001; Radko 2011).
A similar procedure can be adopted for the salt finger problem as well. Salt
fingers equilibrate through the nonlinear triad interaction with secondary instabilities
operating on the scale of salt fingers themselves (Holyer 1984; Radko & Stern 1999;
Stern et al. 2001; Stern & Simeonov 2004, 2005; Radko 2010). This mechanism is
not described explicitly by our model but can be represented by introducing an
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appropriate forcing, which balances growth of otherwise linearly unstable modes.
Thus, the governing equations (2.1) are augmented by adding a linear algebraic
operator acting on the modes with wavenumbers (k, rk), suppressing their spontaneous
growth. This addition makes it possible to rigorously formulate the stability problem
and reproduce the multiscale analysis for k= kfg . An important consequence of
adopting the fastest growing model for the background state is that it modifies
the relations between the temperature, salinity and streamfunction amplitudes in
the background state. The counterpart of (3.2) in the fastest growing model
becomes














where λfg is the maximal growth rate of salt fingers in a uniform gradient and k= kfg
is the corresponding wavenumber. The growth rate equation for salt fingers (Stern
1960) in our non-dimensional units reduces to
λ3 + [1 + τ + Pr]k2λ2 +
[





+ τPrk6 − Prk2(R−1ρ − τ) = 0, (4.2)
where k is the horizontal wavenumber of the vertically uniform ‘elevator’ modes.
For our purpose it is not necessary to consider inclined salt fingers since the largest
growth rates are always attained by the vertically oriented elevator modes (e.g. Baines
& Gill 1969). For each (Rρ,Pr, τ ), we compute the largest growth rate (λfg) and the
corresponding wavenumber (kfg) by maximizing the solutions of (4.2) with respect
to k .
Aside from the addition of balancing terms in the governing equation, the fastest
growing finger model proceeds in the same manner as in § 3. The analysis is focused
on the sector (3.1) in the parameter space. As before, the solution is sought in terms
of power series (2.7), and the expansion opens with the large-scale field (2.8). Terms of
the same order in ε are collected and solvability conditions, analogous to (3.9)–(3.12),
yield a system of seven linear equations in seven unknowns. The stability of this
system is analysed using the normal modes (3.13) and the large-scale growth rate (λ)
of the direct instability is obtained for each
(
A,m, τ, Rρ,Pr,G, s, r
)
.
In figure 6, we plot the growth rate (λ) as a function of slope (s) for the aspect ratio of
individual fingers of r =0.1 and various values of the amplitude (A); other parameters
are listed in (3.16). The general pattern of the λ(s) relations is qualitatively similar
to that of the zero growth rate model (see figure 4). In both models, the dependence
of growth rate on slope is non-monotonic – λ decreases for large and small slopes,
reaching a maximum at finite s – and positive growth rates are found for negative
slopes. The growth rate depends on A in a complicated non-monotonic fashion: for
large (small) amplitudes, the growth rate decreases (increases) with A, although the
maximal growth rates in the fastest growing model occur at larger amplitude (A∼ 5)
than in the zero growth rate model (A∼ 1). Other quantitative differences include
consistently lower (in the fastest growing model) maximal growth rates (λmax) and
corresponding slopes (smax). Effects of the aspect ratio in figure 7 are similar to that in
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Figure 6. The same as in figure 4 but for the fastest growing finger model. Note the general
similarity of the growth rate patterns in figures 4 and 6. The typical growth rates and the
magnitudes of maximal slope |smax |, however, are consistently lower in the fastest growing
finger model.
figure 5 – the growth rates monotonically increase with the aspect ratio of individual
fingers.
The substantial differences in the typical values of λ realized in the two models
(§§ 3 and 4) are attributed to a different structure of the background field. Particularly
revealing is the so-called flux ratio (γ ) – the ratio of the downward buoyancy transport
by heat component to the upward buoyancy transport of the salt component. For the
normal mode pattern (4.1) used for the background field, the flux ratio reduces to the
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Figure 7. The same as in figure 5 but for the fastest growing finger model.












which for (Rρ, τ,Pr)= (2, 0.01, 7) yields γ =0.58. This value is considerably closer
to the observational, laboratory and numerical estimates (e.g. St. Laurent & Schmitt
1999; Stern et al. 2001) than the flux ratio in the zero growth rate model (§ 3), which
for the same parameters (and small r) yields γ =Rτ =0.02. Hence, we anticipate that
the fastest growing multiscale model describes oceanic intrusions more accurately
than the zero growth rate model in § 3. It should be noted that the sensitivity
of the intrusion growth rates to the flux ratio is also reflected in theories based
on the empirical parameterizations of vertical transport (e. g. Toole & Georgi
1981).
5. Discussion
This study presents an explicit mechanistic model for the intrusive instabilities in
density compensated lateral temperature-salinity gradients. Intrusions in the model
are driven by the interaction with the nearly homogeneous field of salt fingers whose
intensity and orientation are weakly modulated by the long-wave perturbations
introduced into the system. The asymptotic multiscale analysis makes it possible
to identify instabilities resulting from the positive feedback of the background salt
fingers on large-scale intrusive perturbations. The novelty is related to our ability
to avoid using empirical parameterizations of the vertical transport by salt fingers –
an approach taken by earlier models. Instead, we base our analytical explorations
directly on the governing (Navier–Stokes) equations of motion. Similar to other
multiscale theories, our model requires a zero-order estimate of the amplitude of the
background pattern. However the perturbation to the amplitude of salt fingers that is
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caused by large-scale flow – the interactive component that actually drives intrusions –
is computed explicitly as a part of the problem and not parameterized.
Since the parameterization of microstructure remains a source of great uncertainty,
we anticipate that our alternative framework and its extensions will benefit the
interpretation and analysis of the oceanographic data, laboratory experiments and
direct numerical simulations. Our preliminary model-based estimates of the growth
rates and slopes of the intrusions are encouraging in terms of qualitative consistency
with observations. At the same time, we readily admit that the model is highly idealized
and excludes a number of important elements such as three-dimensional dynamics,
baroclinicity, rotation and effects of the externally generated turbulence. Therefore,
the multiscale model should be refined in future studies. The proposed solutions
are valid for the specific sectors of the parameter space, which we considered most
relevant. It is possible that other regimes not described in this study could also yield
consistent solutions realized in experiments and field measurements. Our analysis
should not be regarded as an exhaustive treatment of the problem but, rather, as an
illustration of the utility and potential of the multiscale approach.
Many predictions of the multiscale model merely confirm and rationalize generally
accepted notions such as the orientation of intrusions, sensitivity to the intensity of
salt fingering and their subcritical character (see the Appendix) instilling confidence in
our approach. Other developments are more intriguing and unexpected. For instance,
we discovered that the aspect ratio of the individual fingers can play a major role in
controlling the growth rate and pattern of the intrusive instabilities. The models with
infinite and finite vertical extent of background fingers exhibit contrasting behaviour.
In the former case, the fastest growing instability takes the form of horizontal shear
flow. This mode is driven directly by salt fingers and does not require the presence of
lateral temperature and salinity gradients. For finite fingers, as observed in the ocean
and in laboratory experiments, the fastest growing direct mode represents the true
intrusive instability, which depends critically on lateral gradients. Therefore, we urge
caution in drawing conclusions from models based on vertical fingers, as they might
be prone to artificial behaviour.
The author thanks N. Balmforth, J. Flanagan and reviewers for helpful comments.
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Appendix. Weakly nonlinear analysis
An important question of the interleaving theory concerns the nonlinear
equilibration of intrusions. With respect to nonlinear effects, most instabilities can
be separated into two distinct categories. Instabilities in which nonlinearity tends to
suppress linear growth are known as supercritical, and unstable supercritical modes
can nonlinearly equilibrate at relatively low amplitudes. For so-called subcritical
instabilities, nonlinearity reinforces the linear growth, and therefore their equilibration
generally occurs after the system evolves into a new state, dynamically different from
the original configuration. The existing evidence – laboratory, observational and
numerical – suggests that intrusions are subcritical instabilities. The growth of the
salt finger intrusions persists until they develop inversions in T-S profiles, where
salt fingering is partially supplanted by the diffusive and convective mixing. We are
unaware of any incidents of intrusions that are fully equilibrated but have only a
minor effect on stratification.
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The subcritical nature of intrusions requires an explanation, preferably in terms of
an explicit analytical model. Besides the general theoretical interest, it behoves us to
examine the possibility that the supercritical equilibration of intrusions may occur in
a small region of the parameter space that is not yet covered by isolated shots of
the laboratory experiments and field measurements. Weakly nonlinear models (Hart
1973; Kerr 1990; Young & Rosner 1998) have already rationalized the subcriticality
of the molecularly driven intrusions. However, these fundamentally diffusive solutions
have not been extended to the oceanographically more relevant case of the salt finger
driven intrusions. The multiscale model affords an opportunity to examine their
nonlinear evolution from first principles.
Our starting point is the ‘weak finger’ model presented in § 2(c). While it may be
desirable to also perform similar nonlinear analysis for the background fingers of
finite aspect ratio (§§ 3–4), our decision to use the vertical finger model is guided by
considerations of simplicity and transparency. The scaling system is still given by
(2.20), but the expansion of (T ′, S ′, ψ ′) starts at O(ε2) – the smallest amplitude for
which nonlinear effects come into play:
(T ′, S ′, ψ ′) = ε2[(T0, S0, ψ0) + ε(T1, S1, ψ1) + ε2(T2, S2, ψ2) + · · ·]. (A 1)
The series (A 1) are substituted in the nonlinear system of governing equations. We
sequentially solve the hierarchy of equations arising at each order for each Fourier
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which differ from the corresponding linear system (2.21) only by the appearance of
nonlinear terms in the second, fourth and fifth equations.
The nonlinear system (A2), while being considerably simpler than the governing
equations, still offers no obvious insights regarding the subcritical/supercritical
character of the intrusive instabilities. To reduce system (A2) to a simple amplitude
equation of Landau type (Landau 1944), we focus on the marginally stable solution
corresponding to λ=0. Without loss of generality, we consider the following normal
modes:
(S0A, T10, S10) ∝ cos(Φ), (S1B, ψ00) ∝ sin(Φ), (A 3)
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and the marginally stable (λ=0) solution is obtained for
Gcr =
(Rρτ − 1)












3 − 28s20Pr2Rρτ 2 + 6s20Pr2Rρ − 8s2τ 3PrRρ
+ 8τ 4s20Pr
2R2ρ − 8τ 2s20PrRρ − 3Rρτ 2Pr − 6τ 4Pr2R2ρ+6τP r2Rρ + 8τs20Pr
+ 8s20Pr
2 + 3R2ρτ
4Pr) + A4(1 − τ 3Rρ)(Rρτ 2 + Rρτ 2Pr − Pr − τ )]/[
9τ 3RρP r − 9R2ρτ 4Pr + A2(τ 4R2ρP r + τ 4R2ρ − τ 3Rρ − 3R2ρPrτ 3
+ 4Rρτ
2Pr − Rρτ 2 − 3τP r + τ + Pr)]. (A 4)
Next, we move into the weakly unstable regime by slightly increasing the value of
G0 above the stability threshold:
G0 = Gcr + δ
2, (A 5)
where δ is small. Solution of (A 2) is then sought by expanding in powers of δ and
rescaling the time variable as
t0 = t00δ
−2. (A 6)
We open the expansion using the normal mode (A 3), and the first nonlinear
interaction generates the second Fourier harmonic as follows:
ψ00 = δP1(t00) sin(Φ) + δ
2P2(t00) cos(2Φ) + δ
3P3(t00, Φ) + · · · , (A 7)
with analogous patterns assumed for S0A, S1B, T10 and S10. We sequentially solve the
hierarchy of equations that appear at orders 1 and 2. The solvability condition is
obtained at the third order when we isolate the mode proportional to (A 3). As




= aP1 + bP
3
1 , (A 8)
where a and b represent lengthy algebraic expressions in (τ, Rρ,Pr, A, s0). Of
particular significance is the sign of b. Positive values imply the subcritical instability:
growth of the unstable perturbations accelerates in time, forcing transition to a new
and usually fully nonlinear state. Negative b, on the other hand, would be indicative
of a more benign supercritical instability, which could equilibrate at relatively low
perturbation amplitudes. Since the diffusivity ratio in the ocean is low (τ ∼ 0.01), it
is reasonable at this point to simplify the expression for b(τ, Rρ,Pr, A, s0) by taking






for τ → 0. (A 9)
Equation (A 9) implies that b> 0, which supports and rationalizes the notion of
subcriticality for the intrusive instabilities.
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